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This paper presents an introduction to
audiographics technology, its advantages and
disadvantages and a short summary of responses
to an ongoing, informal inquiry into the present
uses of audiographics.

INTRODUCTION DISTANCE EDUCATION

Distance Education's span is both broad
and deep: teaching accounting and
anatomy to veterinary medicine;
teaching in rural schools for staff
development, and to increase student
retention; teaching in countries from
Australia to the United Kingdom.
Educators and trainers today are faced
with the challenge of supplyingquality
education to a more and more diverse
and geographically dispersed group of
people. One of the primary components
of effective learning is for students to
construct and reconstruct meaning a

process which occurs when students
interact with each other, with
curriculum content and with teachers
(Bates, 1990; Moore, 1989). Technologies
are being increasingly used to facilitate
these interactions and convergence of
telecommunications, computer, video
and audio technologies is emerging as

part of the interactive solutions to
education at a distance and face-to-face
(Technology Links, 1989). Different
technologies support different kinds of
interactions, and hence different
leaming for different kinds of learners.
Selecting the right technologies for the
task and the leaming group is an issue
facing educators.

Using technology in distance education
Educators and trainers, especially those
involved in distance learning, have long
been searching for the Holy Grail of
instruction: to be able to teach and
have studentslearn anything, any time,
anywhere (Berge& Collins, inpress). If
used appropriately, audiographics

technology can help in this quest. Bates
(1990) notes that conventional distance
learning students do most of their
studying alone, interacting with
textbooks and other leaming media.
There needs to be both high quality,
prepared permanent material and a

two-way communication among
students and tutors. One powerful
element of audiographics is the
capability for interaction and team work
thatbecomes possible among students
who have so far not had that
opportunity. There has been a rapid
expansion in the types of delivery
technologies available to the educator
involved in distance learning
(Technology Links, 1,989).
Correspondence and broadcast media
have traditionallybeen the mainstay of
distance education. CD-ROM,
teleconferencing, video cassettes,
electronic publishing and satellite and
cable TV are emerging as viable, cost-
effective options. The generic
definitions of teleconferencing include
any electronically mediated
communication between two or more
persons including transmission of
audio, video and digital information
produced by a computer. The
technology being explored in this paper
combines audioconf erencing
simultaneously with computer
conferencing.

Aud ioconferencing systems
Audioconferencing options, in general,
include dedicated conference networks
which permanently wire preselected
locations together, dial-up networks
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that use the public switched telephone
network and in which the bridge
operator calls and connects all
participants,'Meet Me' conferencing
in which each participant calls the
conferencing centre from any
convenient location, and Direct Dial
Conferencing System that makes it
possible for one caller to set up a
telephone conference with a limited
number of additional participants by
using a touch tone phone.

AUDIOGRAPHICS

Over several decades, educational
institutions worldwide have begun to
incorporate audio graphic conf erencin g
technology into their distance education
programs (Gilcher & Johnstone, 1988).
Audiographic teleconferencing, which
involves simultaneous transmission of
voice, data, and graphic information
over a pair of ordinary telephone lines,
complements audio communication
with visual information. It can
potentially serve distant students at a
reasonable cost and sometimes without
requiring instructors to radically
modify their classroom behavior. The
technology does not usually require
new institutional support systems. The
instructor can present information both
orally and visually in a real-time
communication environment and, at
the same time, allow full interaction
among participants (Lowe, 1993).
Students can also create, use, and
discuss visual materials

Defining'audiographics'
Audiographics merges computer
graphics, telephone communications
systems, and instructional design into
a cost effective method of delivering
distance education classes (Fredrickson,
1990). A typical audiographics system
requires a location with access to two
telephone line s (T tffen, 1,992). Hardware
includes a computer with a VGA
monitor, a substantial amount of RAM,
a capacious hard drive, a mouse or a
light pen and tablet and audiographics
software. Audio can be carried on
dedicated audioconferencing equip-
ment, aspeakerphone, or, mostrecently,
on an internal computer card that
supports both microphone and speaker.
Optional equipment can include a slow
scan video camera and a television
monitor, a (color) scanner, printer, copy
machine, facsimile machine, audio
cassette player and/or a telewriter. For
large audiences the images on the

computer screen can be projected onto a
large screen via a projection tablet and
an overhead projector.

Audiographic technology then
permits simultaneous transmission of
voice communication and graphic
images across voice-grade telephone
lines. Visual images, (e.g. illustrations,
diagrams, maps/ computer generated
graphics), can be created in various
desktop publishing and presentation
software packages, digitized and sent
to and / or stored at remote instructional
sites to be called up from the local
computer's hard drive as required. The
instructor is linked via telephone lines,
an audio-bridge, and modem with
instructors or teaching assistants and
students at remote locations. Graphics
and still video images of in-ilass
activities can be displayed at all sites on
computer or video monitors so that
real-time graphic production on some
type of electronicblackboard or writing
tablet is used. Voice (audio) interaction
occurs through speaker phones, or
dedicated audioconf erencing systems.
This connection allows two-way or
multi-point interaction among students
and instructor/s. Users have the
capability to speak with one another,
share text, video and graphics images,
and annotate images that are displayed
on their own computer monitors using
the light pen or mouse and tablet.

The audiographics system allows
studentsto scan and transmit theirwork
to the instructor for review, feedback
and evaluation. Whether for large
group presentations, small group
conferences, or individual reporting
and feedbaclg graphics can be prepared
ahead of time, stored and used, or
created on screen during class time
(Knapczyk, 1990). Additionally,
multiple user sites can be linked
togetheras if in a conference call. While
many practitioners have commented
that occasional face-to-face meetings
are useful, especially in the beginning
of a course, we assume in the following
description that geographic distance
precludes this. The f ollowing
commentary also assumes audio-
graphics is an ongoing delivery method
for course work over the semester or
year.

Benefits of audiographics
The greater access to educational
opportunities aff ordedby audio graphics
is significant from the viewpoint of
business or academic institutions, and

their instructors and students. l4/hile we
list several advantages under each
category below, clearly there are many
of these that benefit more than one of
these stakeholders.

Institutional considerations
From the business training or other
institutional vantage point, the benefits
of audiographics includes the relatively
inexpensive delivery of instruction and
information to remote sites or locations
off site. It is the least expensive audio/
video option when considering start-
up and operating costs (Fredrickson,
1990), and requires the least software,
training, and maintenance among
technologies permitting live exchange
with graphic and still-frame video
images. Audiographics, even when
considering the cost of long-distance
telephone calls, is more cost-effective
for instruction or other meetings at a
distance than most forms of interactive
video conferencing. Using audio-
graphics saves the travel expenses
involved in bringing many persons to
one place at one time or for instructors
to commute, or for hiring teachers to
teach at each site. It can be used with
home-bound students, prison inmates,
and 'special case' non-attending
students or trainees in both rural and
urban Settings. Small classes at different
Iocations can be combined to reduce
instructor overhead (or to cost-share
salaries) and mitigate travel
requirements, while providing
instruction thatmight not otherwise be
available in remote locations.

Being easy to install, maintain and
Iearn to use are very significant aspects
of audiographic technology. The
equipment is portable and easily moved
to differentlocations, although this has
the potential of introducing technical
problems as equipment is assembled,
and reassembled. It gives a program
director the ability to program a wide
variety of classes from college credit
courses topublic sewiceprograms, and
flexibility in using various formats and
instructional methods for those and
other type meetings. Course materials
can be up-dated and changed with
relative ease, and new courses can be
quickly produced.

Instructors' perspectives

Fredrickson (1990) regards
audiographics as the most cost-
effective. efficient. and motivation-
enhancing distance education system
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currently available. Alclng with
allowing a high degree of organization
of the material to be learned,
audiographics is flexible in permitting a

wider variety of presentation formats
than distance education delivery
methods have allowed in the past
(Knapczyk, 1992). The technologies that
are used, (i.e. the telephone and
microcomputer), are familiar and
increasingly accessible to both faculty
and students.

While much more initial preparation
time is required of instmctors, graphic
materials that are prepared for one class
can be reused in subsequent classes and
revision of materials is relahvely easy.
Images can be scanned and stored on
hard or floppy disks; and instructors at
both local or remote sites can control
equipment functions. Perhaps most
importantly from an instructor's
perspective, is the high degree of
teacher-student and student-student
interaction possible through
audiographics systems.

Knapczyk (1990) points out that,
during class, users at any location can
'give responses verbally or annotate
images by means of the computer
keyboard, graphics tablet, or mouse'
(p. 6). This highly interactive nature of
audiographics encourages students to
be prepared for class and to pay more
attention to the screen and person
speaking than to the chalkboard in face-
to-face instruction. Fredrickson (1990)
notes that students are unwilling to be
seen as'unprepared' for class, and, with
the high degree of interaction between
teacher and student it quickly becomes
obvious if students have not read an
assignment or completed their assigned
homework. Yet the same content can be
presented in several media, which may
address the needs of several different
leaming styles. \\rhen working in a cross
cultural situation where students may
be using English as a second or third
language, Chute and Shatzer (1989) note
that 'visuals provide content
organization and redundancy in the
message essential for correct
interpretation of the instructor's
message,' but cautions that tl're visuals
need tobe culturally appropriate in terms
of color and image selechon.

Gunawarden a (1992) determined,
however, among an instructor's most
challenging tasks may be coordinating
activitiesat distance sitel and facilitating
and supporting group work at a distance.
She also elaborated on the changes
needed in an instructor's approach to

instruction from that of dispenser of
information from the front of a classroom
to a'facilitator guiding and supporting
thelearningprocess' (p. 70) andremarks
thatroleconsumesmoretimeandenergy
that teaching a haditional class.

Stacey (1993) empl'rasizes the need
for rigorous advanced preparation of
teaching materials and notes that
audiographics 'is a very accountable
medium, unforgiving if materials aren't
at hand or well planned'. We can not
emphasize too strongly that images,
created as slides, need to be designed
and prepared before class starts
whenever possible (Swift, 1993). \Ahile
the system allows the flexibility to
annotate and use the electronic
blackboard during class, it is time
consumingand shouldnotbe relied upon
for graphics thatcouldbe prepared prior
to class by instructor or sfudents.

Leamers' perspective

The learner is concerned with many
things as he/she learns-learning in a

audiographics environment is no
exception. Successful learning via
audiographics hinges on such things as

the sfudent's own characteristics, course
design/development, the insbructor's
presentation skills, media benefits and
limitations, and on-site and off-site
coordination activities.

From the leamer's perspective, the
benefits of audiographics include the
opportunity to communicate in real time
with leamers at other sites, an increased
senseof 'presence' inaleamingsituation,
variety in leaming materials, formats
and methods, and user-familiarity with
the individual components (telephone,
computer, television). \Arhen leaming a
second or third language audiographics
provides a venue for authentic practice
with others outside their own classroom.
There is some research evidence to
support that motivational levels, attitude
levels, and the quality of the leaming
experience have all been positively
affected by audiographics (Fredrickson,
1990). All these aspects usually require
students to take responsibility for their
learning more than they are use to in
more teacher---<entered classes.

Limitations of audiographics

While the individual components may
be familiar and easy to operate, one of
the weaknesses of audiographics is the
steep learningcurveinherentinlearning
to intepgate multiple pieces of equipment,
and the unpredictability of the
connections between sites. A udiographic

setups also require two available
telephone lines within easy connection
range of the equipment. (There may be
longdistancephonelinecostl too.) Some

students find the lack of moving images
disconcerting and computer screens are
not easily seen by large groups of people.
And there are still many persons, both
students and instructors, whose anxiety
level rises precipitously when they have
to deal with any single form of
technology, let alone the suite involved
in audiographics. Additionally, most of
the software used in audiographics often
does not allow different platforms to be
connected together in the same session.

Additionally, Chute and Shatzer,
(1989) note that, while bringing experts
and leamers together from an)'where in
the world has advantages, a successful
audiographics learning experience
necessitates an awareness of cultural
differences that affect instructional
design strategies. Even though
audiographics technology uses familiar
equipment, high levels of accessible
technical support are still required to
deliver the course, especially when the
equipment and instructor are new. In a
distance education environment, staff
requirements may also be affected by
acknowledging that the responsibilities
of instruction must be divided between
the delivery and receiving sites. Since
the facilitator at the receiving site
performs some of the functions of a

teacher, many states now insist that
certified instructional staff fill such
positions.

Social context cues are limited in
audiographics and the cues available for
predicting and assessing others'
reactions are different from those
available in face-to-face interactions
(Burge & Roberts 1993). Not being able
to see students' 'body language' was a

source of initial concern to pre-service
teachers functioning as audiographics
instructors (Stacey, 1993). Burge and
Roberts (1993) suggest that rules for
interjection and conversational turn-
taking be set up and that'talkers' not be
allowed to dominate sessions.

HOW AUDIOGMPHICS IS BEING USED

To get some idea of how audio-
graphics was actually being used, we
sent a note to the Interpersonal
Computing and Technologz List (ipct-
I € guvrn . georgetom . edu - see endnote) .

Thisis a scholarlydiscussion group witha
membership of approximately 1200

personsin more than40 differentcountries.
The note asked for those who were using
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New mail on node 'melia' from
" int ' edu0 1 lundque8nrelia . gut . edu . au "'
audiographics to respond, if they were
willing to answer some questions. To
those who responded, we sent the
following questions:
1 Askedwhotheywereandwhattheir

responsibilities are.
2 What are the hardware/software

components of your system?
How long have you used
audiographics?
How many sites are linked by
audiographics?

5 Who is your intended audience?
6 What haining/ support is provided

to instructors?
What is your most successful
application?
What is your least successful
application?
Advice for new users.

This was not a formal 'research' sfudy
but an attempt to get a quicksnapshot of
persons using audiographics now. It was
also l-roped that we couldbuild a resource
list of persons who might be willing to
advise a group of distance education
graduate students, who would be
designing audiographics instruction the
following semester. Several respondents
generously agreed to serve as'subject
matter experts' for this graduate student
audiographics group, and one instructor
in Australia generously offered the loan
of professionally produced videotapes
showing the use of audiographics in
leaching second languag,es in primary
schools (Stacey, 1993).

Response summary
1 We received responses from Aus-

tralia, Finland, both coasts of
Canada and the United States. In-
structional designers, classroom
teachers, and teacher educators re-
sponded, as did'the executive di-
rector of TeleEducation for a Cana-
dian province (who included a pa-
perproduced for his provincial gov-
ernment) and the director of re-
search and evaluation at a distance
education center at an Australian
University.

2 Both DOS-based and Macintosh
machines were being used, typically
with high-end processors, large
amounts of RAM and capacious hard
drives. A full range of optional
equipment was used, as described
above, although not all sites used all
pieces of supplementary equipment.
It should be noted that most

au dioconferencing software does not
permit more than one computer
platform within the system (e.g.

Macintosh and DOS). Some
sof hvare / communications systems
do workover the Internet usingTCP i
IP protocol, however.
The tr,velve respondents had used
audiographics systems from one to
almost five years.
Training in the use of audiographics
equipment ranges from a two week
training period for inslructors to
instructors having to seek out their
own sources of information and leam
by trial and error. Several
respondents mentioned the
importance of site coordinators, but
that their training was done
informally.
Three to six sites appears to be the
most frequent number of sites
connected in any one session, while
as many as 1 50 sites could potentially
be accessed in a single Finnish
network. One respondent remarked
that audiographics typically seems
to be used for interactive small group
work at the primary and secondary
levels, and as a broadcast medium to
larger groups in higher education.
All the applications reported
involved delivering instruction to
students, although one respondent
also used audiographics with up to
four colleagues at a time when
planning instruction.
The range of applications spans
veterinary medicine to second
language literacy to engineering to
teacher training. The common
features seem to include material
that can be structured ahead of time
and delivered with a high visual
content, and that invite small and
large group interactions. The need
for a mix of presentation methods
was evidentin the provision of course
handbooks for both students and
teachers and student study guides.
Apparently audiographics, like most
f orms of distance education
technology, finds its best use as part
of an integrated delivery system.
The audiographics application most
often mentioned as a failure is the
delivery of straight lecture material
by the instructor, allowing little or
no interaction among the
participants. Technical problems are
also mentioned with both equipment
and connections, as is the necessity
for high levels of available technical
support.

9 The advice most frequently offered
to new users was that the instructor
and instructional materials be
meticulously designed and prepared
ahead of time to minimize delays
during transmission; that substitute
activities to be completed in case of
equipment/ transmission failure be
available at all sites and that the
leamers be actively engaged in some
form of collaborative Ieaming.

CONCLUSIONS

Througir effective planning, design, and
delivery, training and educational
courses canbe greatly enhanced through
the use of technology. Teleconferencing,
in all its forms, bridges the geographical
distances between learners, integrating
telecommunications to effectively and
effi ciently increase human perf ormance.
Audiographics systems include audio,
video, and computer technology, that
can be combined in various Dermuta-
tions. It is important for educitors and
researchers to identify factors that shoul d
be considered in media selection, in-
cluding access, costs, sfudent control,
teacher control, organization, teacher
time, and teaching/ learning objectives
before settling on an appropriate mix of
technologies. It also is important to rec-
ognize that all formats for delivering
instruction have their strengths and
weaknesses. It is rare that one delivery
method meets all instructional needs.
Therefore, a combination of presenta-
tion formats, including providing stu-
dents with print materialg are usually
needed to minimize costs and maximize
leaming. Audiographics is no exception.

ENDNOTE

Since tl're time we posted the survey, we
have learned of another list:
audiographics-10c1n. etc . bc . ca. The
stated purpose of Audiographics-L is to
provide a forum for the discussion of
issues related to use of audiographics in
the context of distance education. It
supports the exchanp of fact and opinion
to do with matters technical,
methodological, developmental and
financial. The listis also intended to host
a dialogue on problems, solutions,
prospects and trends associated with
such concerns as infrastructure,
copyright instructional resources and
finances. We would recommend that
anyone interested in audiographics
might subscribe to this list by sending
to Iistserv@cl-n.etc.bc.ca the
command'subscribe audiographics-l
yourfirstname t'ourlastname'.
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rrLibenating the leanne!.tt

he conference philosophy will offer lopical issues in every
aspeci of Information Technology and Informalics in Education. The
heart of the conference will be the presenlation of refereed papers,

suppiemenled by demonstrations and professional groups.

Papers have been invited from people who have experience in applying
Information Technology in teaching and learning, and from leachers of
Informalics . Papers will be presenled by teachers and trainens, policy
makers, researchers, computer scientists and software designers.
Papers will draw on personal experiences, reflec{ions on successful
praclice, research results and prospeds for future development.

Ail papers submitted for presentalion at lhe conference will have been
reviewed by lhree international experls idenlified by ihe Programme
Commitlee. A selection of papers, will be published in the conference
proceedings and presented in conference sessions as Full Papers
Another seleclion will be published as abstracts and oresented in

Shon Paper sessions o[ as demonstralions linked to the main
conference themes.

Within the overall context of Liberating the Learner, papers will be
presenled al lhe mnference in streams which are of interest lo both
experienced professionals and lhose relatively new to Information
Technology. The themes will appeal lo people involved in all levels
from elemenlary and primary through secondary lo tertiary and
vocational education.

Authors and presenlers will reflect the state of the art in 1 995 and are
expecled lo wrile about one or more of ihe followrng themes:

. Knowledge as a fesource. lT as a catalyst for change. Learner centred learning and lessons from primary educalion. Flexible and dislance learning

. Inlegralion of lT into educalion and training; quality and cost
benefrts

. Changing role of lulors

. Teacher education

. Evolution of informalics as a subject for sludy, including
methodology and practice

. Educational software and hardware infrastruclures. Accreditation ofcompetence and evaluation. Equity and social issues

. Progress in developing counlries. lmplications of arlificial intelligence

. Visions of future lT developments

. Evolulion of national policies

. Vocational education

Contact
lf you require further information please contact eilher the Auskalia
representalive of lFlP Commitlee TC3, Ms Sandra Wills, Tel: (03) 344
7432, or the Conference Secretariat, WCCE/95, Margaret Street,
Birmingham 83 #BW, United Kingdom, Tel. +44(21) 4281258
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